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“He was a good little monkey and always very curious.” This is how H. A. Rey and his
wife, Margret, first introduced their now beloved troublemaker-hero to young readers in
1941. This picture ebook features the Reys’ original (quite dramatic!) story of how
George first encountered the man in the yellow hat in Africa. For more monkey fun,
investigate www.curiousgeorge.com and discover all the latest on Curious George
books, promotions, games, activities, and more!
New York Times bestselling author and former NFL defensive end Tim Green
encourages readers to fight for their dreams in this heartfelt story about a young football
star grappling with the stress of living up to his father’s name. Perfect for fans of Mike
Lupica! Danny Owens is dedicating his seventh-grade season to his Super Bowl
champion father, who recently passed away. Danny promises everyone that, just like
his dad, he’ll dominate the big game at the end of the season and earn a spot on the
high school varsity team. Then his English teacher catches him cheating on a test.
Even though Danny can retake it, he knows there’s no point. He can’t read. And if
Danny can’t pass this class, he won’t be eligible to play in the championship game
that could unlock his future. While his resentment rises against the only person willing
to help him win off the field, the pressure to succeed begins to weigh heavily on
Danny’s shoulders. Danny is being tested on every level now, and to pass, he may
very well have to choose a different path from his father’s.
Can an undercover nerd become a superstar secret agent? The first book in Stuart
Gibbs’s New York Times bestselling Spy School series is now a graphic novel! Ben
Ripley may only be in middle school, but he’s already pegged his dream job: CIA or
bust. Unfortunately for him, his personality doesn’t exactly scream “secret agent.” In
fact, Ben is so awkward, he can barely get to school and back without a mishap.
Because of his innate nerdiness, Ben is not surprised when he is recruited for a magnet
school with a focus on science—but he’s entirely shocked to discover that the school is
actually a front for a junior CIA academy. Could the CIA really want him? Actually, no.
There’s been a case of mistaken identity—but that doesn’t stop Ben from trying to
morph into a supercool undercover agent, the kind that always gets the girl. And
through a series of hilarious misadventures, Ben realizes he might actually be a halfway
decent spy…if he can survive all the attempts being made on his life! With actionpacked, eye-catching art, join Ben Ripley as he survives his first year at the Academy of
Espionage.
Superspy middle schooler Ben Ripley faces the Croatoan—a new evil organization
that’s so mysterious, the only proof it exists is from the American Revolution—in this
latest addition to the New York Times bestselling Spy School series. With SPYDER
defeated, Ben Ripley is looking forward to his life getting back to normal, or as normal
as possible when you’re a superspy in training. For once, everything seems to be right
in Ben’s world...until someone bombs the CIA conference room next door. To Ben’s
astonishment, the attacker is none other than Erica Hale, the spy-in-training he
respects more than any other. Ben refuses to believe Erica is working for the
enemy...even if the rest of the CIA does. His mission: prove Erica is not a double agent
working against the US, locate the fabled colonial-era insurgent group that’s
blackmailing her, figure out what their devious plot is, and thwart it. But this time, Ben
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finds himself up against opponents he has never encountered before: his own friends.
They’re not as ready to trust in Erica as he is, and Ben is forced to rely on his own wits
and skills more than ever before. How can he succeed when he doesn’t even know
who he can trust?
Recruited into an evil spy organization after being expelled from the CIA's spy school,
12-year-old Ben works as an unofficial undercover agent while mastering bad-guy
techniques and investigating clues about an imminent plot. Simultaneous eBook.
The next thrilling installment in Gordon Korman's nonstop action-adventure
trilogy!Where is Meg Falconer?Everybody wants to know. Her brother Aiden, who saw
her kidnapped and is now trying to track her down, wants to know. The FBI, led by the
very serious Agent Harris, wants to know. Her parents, who fear their pasts have
something to do with why Meg was taken, want to know. Even Meg's kidnappers want
to know. Because even though they caught her once, that doesn't mean they can keep
a hold of her. . . .
Join New York Times bestselling author Stuart Gibbs in this first book in a hilarious,
highly- illustrated new middle grade series about a peasant boy who wants to be a
knight, perfect for fans of Max & the Midknights. Tim is just a peasant, but he dreams
big. He wants more out of life than to grow up to be a woodsman like his father.
Unfortunately, the only route to success in the kingdom of Merryland is to be born a
prince. Still, Tim is determined. He is brave and clever and always tries to do the right
thing—even though he rarely gets the credit for it. Then news spreads that Princess
Grace of the neighboring kingdom has been abducted by the evil Stinx and Prince
Ruprecht needs a legion of knights to join him on his quest to rescue her. Tim finally
has the lucky break he’s been waiting for, the opportunity to change his station in life.
And even though he doesn’t know how to ride a horse or wield anything more deadly
than a hoe, he’s going to do whatever it takes to make sure his dream becomes a
reality.
Follow FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth, Teddy Fitzroy, in the first three funny and
suspenseful mysteries of Stuart Gibbs’s New York Times bestselling FunJungle series.
Now available in a collectible paperback boxed set! When Teddy Fitzroy moved into
FunJungle, the nation’s largest zoo, with his scientist parents, he expected things to be
kind of quiet. There’d be the occasional elephant stampede and water balloon fight
with the chimpanzees, of course, but when Henry the Hippo dies from not-so-natural
causes, Teddy suspects foul play. And that’s just the beginning. He begins to realize
that the zoo is far more exciting than he thought it was, and soon the mysteries at
FunJungle are piling up... This adventurous boxed set includes: Belly Up Poached Big
Game
At the end of every season, football fans watch the Super Bowl to see the top teams in
the NFL (National Football League) battle for the Vince Lombardi Trophy. The biggest
game of the year has a culture of its own, from dazzling halftime shows to hilarious TV
commercials. Dive into the Super Bowl's long history of epic football face-offs, nailbiting comebacks, and unbelievable upsets, and discover why each game keeps fans
talking for years to come.

Follow FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth through three funny and suspenseful
mysteries in this collectible boxed set of books four to six of the New York Times
bestselling FunJungle series from author Stuart Gibbs. When Teddy Fitzroy
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moved into FunJungle, the nation’s largest zoo, with his scientist parents, he
expected things to be kind of quiet. There’d be the occasional elephant
stampede and water balloon fight with the chimpanzees, of course, but he begins
to realize that the zoo is far more exciting than he thought it was, and soon the
mysteries at FunJungle are piling up...like when a panda goes missing, or a
mountain lion gets blamed for dog murder, or a tyrannosaurus rex skull is stolen.
This collectible boxed set includes hardcover editions of Panda-monium, Lion
Down, and Tyrannosaurus Wrecks.
It’s a murder mystery on the moon in this humorous and suspenseful space
adventure from the author of Belly Up and Spy School that The New York Times
Book Review called “a delightful and brilliantly constructed middle grade thriller.”
Like his fellow lunarnauts—otherwise known as Moonies—living on Moon Base
Alpha, twelve-year-old Dashiell Gibson is famous the world over for being one of
the first humans to live on the moon. And he’s bored out of his mind. Kids aren’t
allowed on the lunar surface, meaning they’re trapped inside the tiny moon base
with next to nothing to occupy their time—and the only other kid Dash’s age
spends all his time hooked into virtual reality games. Then Moon Base Alpha’s
top scientist turns up dead. Dash senses there’s foul play afoot, but no one
believes him. Everyone agrees Dr. Holtz went onto the lunar surface without his
helmet properly affixed, simple as that. But Dr. Holtz was on the verge of an
important new discovery, Dash finds out, and it’s a secret that could change
everything for the Moonies—a secret someone just might kill to keep...
A New York Times bestselling series. Tensions are running high when multibillionaire Lars Sjoburg is poisoned and everyone is looking to Dash Gibson to
solve the case in this third and final book in the New York Times bestselling
Moon Base Alpha series. Moon Base Alpha was supposed to be an exciting
place to live, but Dashiell Gibson didn’t expect for it to be this exciting. He’s
already had to solve a murder and locate a missing moon base commander.
Now, he just wants to have a calm, quiet thirteenth birthday. But, of course,
trillionaire (and total pain) Lars Sjoburg ruins it—by being poisoned. Now there’s
another potential killer loose on Moon Base Alpha, and Dash is forced to identify
the most likely suspects. Suddenly Dash finds himself with a target on his back.
Whoever poisoned Lars will stop at nothing to keep his—or her—identity a secret.
“Fast-paced, smart, and action-packed...a real page-burner.” —Chris
Grabenstein, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Mr. Lemoncello’s
Library series From New York Times bestselling author Stuart Gibbs comes the
first novel in a thrilling new series about the world’s youngest and smartest
genius who’s forced to use her unbelievable code-breaking skills to outsmart
Einstein. Charlie Thorne is a genius. Charlie Thorne is a thief. Charlie Thorne
isn’t old enough to drive. And now it’s up to her to save the world… Decades
ago, Albert Einstein devised an equation that could benefit all life on earth—or
destroy it. Fearing what would happen if the equation fell into the wrong hands,
he hid it. But now, a diabolical group known as the Furies are closing in on its
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location. In desperation, a team of CIA agents drags Charlie into the hunt,
needing her brilliance to find it first—even though this means placing her life in
grave danger. In a breakneck adventure that spans the globe, Charlie must crack
a complex code created by Einstein himself, struggle to survive in a world where
no one can be trusted, and fight to keep the last equation safe once and for all.
Thirteen-year-old Teddy Fitzroy and his girlfriend, Summer, investigate when a
mountain lion is accused of killing a prized dog outside of FunJungle Wild Animal
Park in the Texas Hill Country.
"Someone is trying to hunt FunJungle's Asian greater one-horned rhinoceros,
and twelve-year-old Teddy Fitzroy is on the case."-Twelve-year-old Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt Fitzroy believes that Henry, the
hippopotamus at the brand-new FunJungle, has been murdered. The zoo’s top
brass claim the hippo went belly up the natural way, but Teddy and his feisty
friend Summer McCraken have other ideas. Could the culprit be FunJungle’s
animal-hating head of operations? Or is it FunJungle’s owner—Summer’s dad—a
man who is much more concerned about money than animal welfare? The
deeper Teddy and Summer dig, the more danger they’re in—because when it
comes to hippo homicide, the truth can’t be caged!
"Someone is trying to hunt FunJungle's Asian greater one-horned rhinoceros,
and twelve-year-old Teddy Fitzroy is on the case"-Follow FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth, Teddy Fitzroy, as he continues
uncovering more wild mysteries in books four through six of Stuart Gibbs’s New
York Times bestselling FunJungle series. Now available in a collectible
paperback boxed set! When Teddy Fitzroy moved into FunJungle, the nation’s
largest zoo, with his scientist parents, he expected things to be kind of quiet.
There’d be the occasional elephant stampede and water balloon fight with the
chimpanzees, of course, but he begins to realize that the zoo is far more exciting
than he thought it was, and soon the mysteries at FunJungle are piling up...like
when a panda goes missing, or a mountain lion gets blamed for dog murder, or a
Tyrannosaurus rex skull is stolen. This hilarious boxed set includes: Pandamonium Lion Down Tyrannosaurus Wrecks
A story that you and your butt will never forget! Join Zack on his epic journey
across the Great Windy Desert and through the Brown Forest, to reclaim his
runaway butt. (Based on a true story.) Zack Freeman is ready to tell his
story...the story of a brave young boy and his crazy runaway butt. The story of a
crack butt-fighting unit called the B-team, a legendary Butt Hunter's formidable
daghter, and some of the ugliest and meanest butts ever to roam the face of the
Earth. A story of endurance that takes Zack on an epic journey across the Great
Windy Desert, through the Brown Forest, and over the Sea of Butts before
descending into the heart of an explosive buttcano to confront the biggest,
ugliest, and meanest butt of them all!
Teddy Fitzroy returns as FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth when a rhinoceros is at
risk in Big Game, a follow-up to Belly Up and Poached—which Kirkus Reviews
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called a “thrill-ride of a mystery.” When someone takes aim at Rhonda Rhino,
FunJungle’s pregnant (and endangered) Asian greater one-horned rhinoceros,
the zoo steps up security measures in order to protect this rare animal and her
baby. But the extra security isn’t enough—someone is still getting too close for
comfort. Teddy and company start to suspect that whoever is after Rhonda is
really after her horn, which is worth a lot of money on the black market. For the
first time ever, the head of the zoo enlists Teddy for help—for once, he doesn’t
have to sneak around in order to investigate—and the results are even more
wacky, and even more dangerous, than ever before.
In the seventh novel in New York Times bestselling Stuart Gibbs’s FunJungle
series, Teddy Fitzroy returns as FunJungle’s resident sleuth to solve the
disappearances of endangered bison and an irreplaceable necklace. Teddy
Fitzroy, his family, and some other FunJungle employees have been invited to
visit a bison ranch just outside Yellowstone National Park that FunJungle’s
owner, J.J. McCracken, is considering purchasing. But as usual, trouble isn’t far
behind. The ranch’s endangered bison have been mysteriously disappearing.
Then a massive local grizzly bear named Sasquatch breaks into the house,
causing chaos. In the aftermath, Kandace McCracken discovers that her
exceptionally expensive sapphire necklace has vanished. Was it stolen? Or did
Sasquatch eat it? (And if so, can it be recovered?) And what’s been happening
to the bison? With over a dozen suspects, it’s up to Teddy to detangle this hairy
situation, before his family or friends—or any more expensive objects—become
dinner.
“Combines Alex Rider’s espionage skills with a huge dose of the sarcasm of
Artemis Fowl.” —School Library Journal Can an undercover nerd become a
superstar agent? In the first book in the New York Times bestselling Spy School
series, Ben Ripley sure hopes so—and his life may depend on it! Ben Ripley may
only be in middle school, but he’s already pegged his dream job: CIA or bust.
Unfortunately for him, his personality doesn’t exactly scream “secret agent.” In
fact, Ben is so awkward, he can barely get to school and back without a mishap.
Because of his innate nerdiness, Ben is not surprised when he is recruited for a
magnet school with a focus on science—but he’s entirely shocked to discover that
the school is actually a front for a junior CIA academy. Could the CIA really want
him?
You have to love your family. You do, even if you don't, right? You don't have to
understand them or play tennis with them, but you have to love them. It's a rule,
and it's the kind of rule you don't break unless you're some kind of animal. My
brother happens to be some kind of animal. My sister rides this sweet gold
Honda scooter and has amazing hair. You'd hate her. My parents are vegetarian
let-the-sunshine-in freaks. Lovable freaks, but freaks all the same. My
grandfather possesses a shocking comb-over, a kilt, about half of his original
marbles, and his own golf complex. This summer, we are all working for him. It is
going to be two hot, lucrative, carefree months of paradise. Or, possibly
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something else.
In the sixth book in the New York Times bestselling Spy School series, Ben is
taken to Mexico by his nemesis in the hopes that he’ll finally be able to take
down SPYDER. Thirteen-year-old Ben Ripley has been caught in the snares of
SPYDER more than once and knows well enough to be suspicious of anything
that seems too good to be true—despite needing special tutoring in advanced
survival techniques. So when Murray Hill finally breaks his silence with an offer to
hand over the SPYDER elite, Ben knows that there must be something going on.
But his hesitation doesn’t stop the assignment. The mission: Follow Murray Hill
to an undisclosed location with no one else but Erica Hale to identify SPYDER
leadership. However, as Ben suspected, nothing goes as planned, and what
should be an easy mission quickly turns deadly. Ben and Erica will have to face
rogue agents, trained killers, and even very hungry crocodiles in a race against
the clock to find out what SPYDER is up to this time—and thwart their evil plans.
In this sequel to the New York Times bestselling Charlie Thorne and the Last
Equation—which #1 New York Times bestselling author Chris Grabenstein called
“a real page-burner”—Charlie searches for Charles Darwin’s hidden treasure in
South America. Charlie Thorne is a genius. Charlie Thorne is a fugitive. Charlie
Thorne isn’t even thirteen. After saving the world, Charlie is ready to take it easy
in the Galapagos Islands. That is, until she’s approached by the mysterious
Esmeralda Castle, who has a code she knows only Charlie can decipher. In
1835, Charles Darwin diverted his ship’s journey so he could spend ten months
in South America on a secret solo expedition. When he returned, he carried a
treasure that inspired both awe and terror in his crew. Afterward, it vanished,
never to be seen again… But Darwin left a trail of clues behind for those brave
and clever enough to search for it. Enter Charlie Thorne. In a daring adventure
that takes her across South America, Charlie must crack Darwin’s 200-year-old
clues to track down his mysterious discovery—and stay ahead of the formidable
lineup of enemies who are hot on her tail. When an ancient hidden treasure is at
stake, people will do anything to find it first. Charlie may be a genius, but is she
smart enough to know who she can trust?
As almost 13-year-old Ben, a student at the CIA's academy for future intelligence
agents, prepares to go to spy summer camp, he receives a death threat from the
evil organization SPYDER.
Join FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth, Teddy Fitzroy, as he solves mysteries and
strives to protect the animals at the zoo with the first three funny and suspenseful
novels of the bestselling FunJungle series from New York Times bestselling
author Stuart Gibbs, now available together in one collectible boxed set! It all
starts when the hippo goes belly up—and it’s a wild ride from there. When Teddy
Fitzroy moved into FunJungle, the nation’s largest zoo, with his scientist parents,
he expected things to be kind of quiet. There’d be the occasional elephant
stampede and water balloon fight with the chimpanzees, of course, but when
Henry the Hippo dies from not-so-natural causes, Teddy suspects foul play. And
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that was just the beginning. He begins to realize that the zoo is far more exciting
than he thought it was, and soon the mysteries at FunJungle are piling up... This
collectible boxed set includes hardcover editions of Belly Up, Poached, and Big
Game.
Bestselling author Chris Grabenstein and the Mystery Writers of America bring together
twenty peerless puzzles—from bestselling authors such as Peter Lerangis, Stuart Gibbs,
Lauren Magaziner, Kate Milford, and, of course, Grabenstein himself—in an anthology of
mystery short stories that invite readers to try to unravel the riddles themselves. From
tales of hapless superheroes and stolen squirrel monkeys to murderous triplets and
haunted basements, these thrilling, puzzling, and hilarious cases have one thing in
common—YOU get a chance to be the detective before the author reveals the solution.
With twenty never-before-published mystery stories, this collection will leave young
detectives sleuthing for more!
Big GameSimon and Schuster
Roald Dahl meets The Penderwicks in this quirky, humorous, whimsical, and
heartwarming middle grade debut about two siblings who run away from home to
escape working in the family coffin business. John Coggin is no ordinary boy. He is
devising an invention that nobody has ever seen before, something that just might
change the world, or at least make life a little bit better for him and his little sister, Page.
But that’s only when he can sneak a break from his loathsome job—building coffins for
the family business under the beady gaze of his cruel Great-Aunt Beauregard. When
Great-Aunt Beauregard informs John that she’s going to make him a permanent
partner in Coggin Family Coffins—and train Page to be an undertaker—John and Page
hit the road. Before long, they’ve fallen in with a host of colorful characters, all of
whom, like John and Page, are in search of a place they can call home. But home isn’t
something you find so much as something you fight for, and John soon realizes that he
and Page are in for the fight of their lives.
While on a mission aboard the The Emperor of the Seas, Ben Ripley faces off against
his arch enemy, Murray Hill, on the high seas and quickly finds himself in hot water as
things take a dangerous turn.
Idaville's secret weapon against lawbreakers, ten-year-old Leroy "Encyclopedia" Brown,
helps the police force solve ten new cases, the solutions to which are found in the back
of the book.
The local police prove unhelpful when a 500-pound dinosaur skull vanishes from a
secret excavation on Sage's family's ranch, so Teddy and his friends conduct their own
investigation.
My FANGtastically Evil Vampire Pet, the epic spin-off of Mo O'Hara's New York Times
bestselling My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish series features an aspiring evil scientist,
paranormal pets, and plenty of hilarious summer camp shenanigans. Welcome to
Camp Mwhaaa-haa-ha-a-watha! This summer is going to be epic. Epically evil, that is.
‘Cause I’m going to Evil Scientist Summer Camp! No annoying little brothers. No
annoying zombie goldfish. Just me, my best friend Sanj, our notebook of evil plans, and
my truly evil (and totally forbidden) vampire kitten Fang. We’ve got it all planned out.
Okay, so maybe I didn’t expect for the totally not-evil Geeky Girl to show up, or for Sanj
to find a new partner to work with, but there’s no way I’m going to let them ruin my
summer. Evil Emperor of the Camp, here I come! Signed, The Great and Powerful Mark
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On the first day of a family trip to Paris, Greg Rich’s parents disappear. They’re not
just missing from the city—they’re missing from the century. So Greg does what any
other fourteen-year-old would do: He travels through time to rescue them. Greg soon
finds out that his family history is tied to the legendary Three Musketeers. But when he
meets them, they’re kids his age, and they’ll only live long enough to become true
heroes if he can save them. To rescue his parents, Greg must assume the identity of a
young Musketeer in training and unite Athos, Porthos, Aramis, and D’Artagnan—but a
powerful enemy is doing everything possible to stop him from succeeding.
Twelve-year-old Teddy Fitzroy is the prime suspect when FunJungle's newly-acquired
koala goes missing, thanks to a prank staged by middle school bully Vance Jessup.
Create your dream life on an island paradise! The BIG book of Animal Crossing: New
Horizons is the perfect guide to help you create your paradise on a desert island as you
explore, create, and customize your ideal lifestyle. Building the house of your dreams
and starting a new life in an ideal setting has never been as easy and fun! In this guide,
you will find: * tips and tricks for building your house; * activity ideas to help you
progress; * tips on how to make the most of your time; * information about special
events, and much more!
A tale inspired by the early life of Zora Neale Hurston finds the imaginative future author
telling fantastical stories about a mythical evil creature until a racially charged murder
threatens to shatter the peace in her turn-of-the-century Southern community. A first
novel.
The New York Times bestselling team behind Parker Looks Up returns with an uplifting
story about Parker making a new friend and learning about self-expression, opening
your heart, and helping others. Parker Curry loves being a big sister. She gets to play
dress-up with her little sister, Ava, and piano with her baby brother, Cash. And Parker
loves to dance, twirling and leaping and spinning in joy. But when a dancer joins her
class and needs her help, Parker wonders if she has what it takes to be not only a real
dancer, but a real friend. This inspirational picture book has an afterword by prima
ballerina and New York Times bestselling author Misty Copeland.
In 2041 twelve-year-old Dashiell Gibson's a resident of Moon Base Alpha, and at the
moment he's faced with a number of problems: coping with the nasty Sjoberg twins,
finding out how the commander of the base has managed to disappear from a facility
no bigger than a soccer field, and dealing with the alien Zan, who communicates with
him telepathically from afar--and who's hiding a secret which may threaten the whole
Earth.
Teddy Fitzroy must solve the crime of the kidnapped rare and expensive panda, Li
Ping.
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